
 

 

 
 
 
 
Assistant-e diplômé-e in Modern English Literature (70%) at the University of Fribourg, 
Switzerland 
Starting date: 1 January 2021 
Duration of contract: 5 years 
 
 
The Department of English at the University of Fribourg seeks to hire a doctoral assistant 
working in the field of Modern English Literature (c. 18th – 21st century), led by Prof. Dr. Julia 
Straub. 
The starting date of the position is 1 January 2021 and the duration of the contract is 5 
years, the first year being probationary.  
 
Applicants are expected to hold an MA in English Literature (or equivalent) and to have an 
excellent academic track record. Ideally, the applicant has written an MA thesis in English as 
part of their MA degree. They should have developed a persuasive research proposal for 
their PhD. Projects dealing with contemporary English literature, Victorian literature and 
culture and/or the relation between literature and other (e.g., digital) media are particularly 
welcome, but the call is not restricted to these areas. 
 
The successful applicant is expected to have excellent written and oral English skills. They 
should enjoy teaching and be willing to participate in academic activities led by Prof. Straub 
(e.g., workshops, conferences, publications). This job offers the opportunity to develop the 
academic profile of an emerging scholar. Hence, a high level of dedication and self-
motivation is required as well as the willingness to pursue independently diverse activities 
related to an academic position (e.g., publications, conference presentations, outreach 
projects).  
The University of Fribourg is a bi-lingual university (German/French). Fluent knowledge of 
one official language and passive knowledge of the other are required. Teaching in the 
department is conducted exclusively in English. 
 
The successful applicant will be expected to pursue research on a doctoral project. The 
teaching load is 1.5 hours per week, which equals teaching one two-hour seminar at BA level 
three semesters out of four. He/she will also be expected to support Prof. Straub in 
administrative matters and research and to take on some administrative tasks for the 
department. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

How to apply: 
 
Applicants should send their application as one single pdf-file to Prof. Dr. Julia Straub, 
julia.straub@unifr.ch. The deadline for application is 30 September 2020. For further 
information please contact Prof. Straub by e-mail. 
 
Applications should contain a letter of interest detailing the applicant’s motivation and 
qualifications for this job,  an academic CV (listing conference papers and publications, 
where applicable, as well as diplomas and certificates), the names and contact details of two 
referees, a writing sample of 10 pages as well as the research proposal for their thesis 
(including a bibliography; c. 5-7 pages). 
 
 
Contact details: 
 
University of Fribourg 
Department of English 
Prof. Dr. Julia Straub 
Modern English Literature 
Avenue de l’Europe 20 
CH-1700 Fribourg 
e-mail: julia.straub@unifr.ch 
 
 
 


